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Hello everyone! 
 
Shorter days and cooler nights - the holiday season is approaching and our home is growing in excitement 
and anticipation.  Happy Thanksgiving to all those celebrating in the US.   
 
Thank you for downloading Catalogue 30.   This is a proud landmark for UJ, and I want to thank 
everyone who has been a part of this journey.  It’s a great pleasure to serve you.  There are five katana 
(one on hold) and four wakizashi on offer in this catalogue.  Each with a great story to tell. 
 
We begin with a beautiful katana by the Fujishima school from the early to mid-Muromachi period, circa 
1400s.  The hadamono jihada on this sword is vibrant and eye-catching.  This unique style of forging was 
specifically engineered for the frigid temperatures of the provinces that border the Sea of Japan.  Stronger, 
better flex and sharper.  This katana comes with a handsome warrior-themed koshirae. 
 
The following sword is a super powerful katana by Hiroshige of the Shitahara school.  This sword has left a 
big-time impression on me.  Constructed in an unokubi-zukuri (neck of a cormorant) shape, the balance of 
this sword is incredible.  This is a samurai sword for battle.  A great katana to build a koshirae for. 
 
An elegant, Edo period katana by Kuniyoshi is next on the list.  This sword is like a sharp tuxedo, full of 
class.  It has lovely curvature, a bright ko-gunome hamon that bends the light beautifully.  This katana is 
protected in a black-lacquered koshirae with a Choshu tsuba and dragon fuchi-kashira signed by Seijo. 
 
A very intense katana by Kunitsuna is our cover sword for this catalogue.  This sword went through a rare 
tameshigiri tachi-kesa cutting test on a live convicted criminal whereby tester Sen’a severed his body 
diagonally in one stroke.  A second cutting test was further performed across his body on an earthen 
mound.  The rarity of this sword cannot be overstated.  A striking Edo-period koshirae with a fierce tiger 
and dragon Masachika tsuba and a uniquely tsugaru-lacquered scabbard finishes it off perfectly. 
 
A spectacular 62nd Juyo token katana from attributed to Nakajima-Rai the final katana. The Nakajima-Rai 
branch of the Rai school earned its nickname after Rai Kuninaga, student of Kunitoshi travelled from Kyoto 
to the Nakajima district in the Osaka area at the very end of the Kamakura period.  This katana is a 
masterclass of the strength and sophistication the Nambokucho period represents.  Sword is on hold. 
 
The catalogue switches gears from katana to wakizashi starting with a sharp shobu-zukuri attributed to 
Kanenobu from the end of the late Muromachi period.  Deep valleys of an o-gunome hamon shines so bright.  
A matching koshirae with a unique saya that looks like tree-bark looks awesome on display. 
 
A wonderful sunnobi tanto signed by Nobuyoshi is the following sword that is charming in every way.  
Look for the bright, wavy hamon on nagare-hada that flows like a stream.  The fittings form a tribute to 
the beauty of nature and features a tsuba that is designed after the majestic Kami-iso shrine.   
 
We complete the catalogue with a rare and collectible wakizashi jointly crafted by shinshinto maestro 
Koyama Munetsugu and Kosugi Sukenaga - a top-ranking samurai official and trusted advisor to the Doi 
family of the Koga fief.  Making this meaty wakizashi even more impressive is that it was used in a 
tameshigiri cutting test with Goto Gosaburo in which it severed the body of a convicted criminal in one 
stroke.  The nakago of this sword was published in a book by Mitsuo Shibata.  
     
Thank you as always for your genuine support and passion for life.  My team and I 
look forward to serving you.  Happy holidays and my warmest regards.  

 
                           
 
 
 
Pablo Kuntz  
November 2018                                                    Little Nelson up high!     
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Index of Available Japanese Swords  
  
ITEM#   SWORDSMITH & TYPE CM  CERTIFICATE  ERA / PERIOD   PRICE 
ujka079  A FUJISHIMA KATANA 71.2 NBTHK Hozon  Muromachi (1400s) SOLD 
ujka197  A HIROSHIGE KATANA 65.1 Tokubetsu Hozon Kan’ei era (1624~1673) SOLD 
ujka294  A KUNIYOSHI KATANA 63.1 NBTHK Hozon  Keian era (1648~1652) SOLD 
ujka304  A KUNITSUNA KATANA 76.2 Tokubetsu Hozon Keian era (1648~1652) SOLD 
ujka317  A NAKAJIMA-RAI KATANA 72.1 JUYO TOKEN  Nambokucho (~1346) SOLD 
ujwa079 A KANENOBU WAKIZASHI 37.3 NTHK Kanteisho Tenbun (1532~1555) SOLD 
ujwa228 A NOBUYOSHI WAKIZASHI 31.4 Tokubetsu Kicho Keian era (1648~1652) SOLD 
ujwa234 A MUNETSUGU WAKIZASHI 44.4 Tokubetsu Hozon Tenpo era (1830~1844) SOLD  
 

ALL PRICES ARE IN US DOLLARS 
 

To access current and previous catalogues, please visit: 
http://new.uniquejapan.com/currently-available-swords-at-unique-japan 

 

 
To online visitors around the world… 
 

Welcome!  We completely respect the fact it takes a huge leap 
of personal faith in us to commit to a particular sword(s) 
given the reliance on photos and descriptions for such a 
highly valued item. 
 
It is our promise to address all your questions to the best of 
our ability.  It’s important to us that you feel completely 
confident that the sword you choose (and chooses you) is 
destined for your family to cherish and preserve. 
 
Please take reassurance that all swords from Unique Japan are 
guaranteed authentic and come with a 3-day worry free 
inspection period upon arrival to your home. 
 
We acquire swords on a regular basis and can source swords 
for collectors seeking a specific smith and/or school.   
 
Please inquire about our latest arrivals that may not be listed 
in the catalogue.  
 
Also, be sure let us know if you are travelling to Tokyo as we 
can book a private meeting together at our studio in Ebisu. 
 
Domo arigato, 
Pablo 
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item# ujka079         
 

A FUJISHIMA SCHOOL KATANA 
unsigned, early to middle muromachi period (circa 1400’s) 
 
Swordsmith:  Fujishima School (attribution)  
Location:  Kaga province (Ishikawa prefecture)  
Measurements:  Length: 71.24cm (o-suriage) Curvature: 1.55cm      Moto-haba: 3.0cm 
Jihada:  Gorgeous hadamono mix of itame, mokume, masame with plentiful chikei 
Hamon:  Gunome-midare with kinsuji and sunagashi 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Hozon (a sword Worthy of Conservation)  
Certificates #2-4: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (tsuba, fuchi-kashira and koshirae designated Authentic) 
Included:  Shirasaya, Edo koshirae, bags, stand, kit, DVD, printed description 
 

SOLD 
 
The Fujishima school began in the early 1400s with Tomoshige in Kaga province on the Hokurikudo 
trade route in the northern territory that faces the Sea of Japan. As the winters are long and 
harsh, swordsmiths needed to produce blades that would perform well in frigid temperatures.  
The result was a unique jigane called hadamono - a swirling mix of itame, mokume, masame and o-
hada that proved superior in flexibility, strength and sharpness to tightly forged grain patterns.  
 
Complementing the eye-catching qualities of the steel is a handsome mid-Edo period koshirae with 
an aoi-gai lacquer finish and fittings with a warrior theme that speak to the fighting Muromachi 
period when this katana was surely used.  This centuries-old soldier has great stories to share. 
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item# ujka197         
 

A HIROSHIGE KATANA 
signed, early edo period (circa kan’ei to kanbun 1624~1673) 
 
Swordsmith:  Bushu Shitahara Ju Hiroshige (attribution)  
Construction: Unokubi-zukuri (shape of a cormorant’s neck) 
Measurements:  Length: 65.1cm (ubu-nakago)        Curvature: 1.5cm  Moto-haba: 3.15cm 
Jihada:  Ko-mokume with masame, tobiyaki   
Hamon:  Notare with ko-gunome, clear nioguchi with kanitsume, kinsuji and sunagashi  
Certificate:  NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a Sword Especially Worthy of Conservation)  
Fujishiro:  Chu-Josaku (collectively ranked as above average swordsmiths) 
Included:  Shirasaya, bags, stand, kit, DVD, printed description 
 

SOLD 
 
Some swords simply feel invincible.  Constructed in a rare unokubi-zukuri shape based on the 
great naginata pole arms of the warrior monks, this muscular katana by Hiroshige glides 
effortlessly in hands. This is due to the skillfully beveled spine that removes any excess weight.   
The Shitahara school has a reputation for producing powerful swords that samurai warrior class 
could trust with their lives.  They are the only school that worked in Tokyo prior to the 1600s. 
 
A clear notare hamon with bright spots of tobiyaki and kanitsume – areas that resemble the claws of 
a crab – offer an abundance of steely detail to admire.  Look for the long stretch of muneyaki 
(tempering) along the spine by way of the Soshu tradition.  A stunning custom koshirae was built 
for this charismatic katana in the 2019 Year of the Wild Boar theme of inoshishi (wild boar). 
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item# ujka294         
 

A KUNIYOSHI KATANA 
unsigned, early edo period (keian era: 1648~1652) 
 
Swordsmith:  Shimosa no Kami Kuniyoshi (attribution, Fujishiro: chū-saku)  
Measurements:  Length: 63.1cm (o-suriage nakago)   Curvature: 2.0cm  Moto-haba: 2.87cm 
Jihada:  Ko-mokume with masame-hada in the shinogi-ji  
Hamon:  Bright ko-choji gunome with ashi in nie-deki  
Certificate #1: NBTHK Hozon (a sword Worthy of Conservation)  
Certificates #2-4: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (tsuba, fuchi-kashira and koshirae designated Authentic) 
Included:  Shirasaya, koshirae, bags, stand, kit, DVD, printed description 
 

SOLD 
 
This elegant katana from the early Edo period has been attributed to swordsmith Shimosa no Kami 
Kuniyoshi.  Born Suzuki Sakunosuke and raised in Hyu ̄ga province, Kuniyoshi moved to the 
cultural capital of Kyoto where he became a student of Oya-Kunisada (shodai Kunisada).  He would 
later move to Hamada in Iwami province signing swords as Nagatomo Sakunosuke Kuniyoshi.   
 
Good energy abounds within this clean, tightly forged blade with a bright, ko-chogi gunome midare 
hamon and fine ashi that extend to the cutting edge. A classic black-lacquered saya with high court 
aristocratic sensu (fans) for menuki, a peaceful castle scene on the Tomonobu tsuba and a marvelous 
dragon on the fuchi-kashira signed by Seijō provides a handsome balance to this samurai sword. 
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item# ujka304         
 

A KUNITSUNA ‘LIVE CUTTING TEST’ KATANA 
signed with gold inlay, early edo period (keian era, 1648~1652) 
 
Swordsmith:  Echizen Ju Sagami no Kami Fujiwara Kunitsuna (1st gen., Fujishiro: chu-sakū)  
Type of Steel: Jigane oroshi kore o utsu   
Gold inlay (test):  Tameshiba fukui keijin-giri tachi-kesa oyobi waki(ge) fukan Sen’a 
Measurements:  Length: 76.2cm (ubu) Curvature: 1.97cm       Moto-haba: 3.0cm 
Jihada:  Dark jigane with a mix of itame-hada with masame-hada and shirake utsuri 
Hamon:  Notare and ko-gunome based on suguha with teeth-like ashi 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword Especially Worthy of Conservation)  
Certificates #2-4: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (tsuba, fuchi-kashira and koshirae designated Authentic) 
Included:  Shirasaya, Edo koshirae, bags, stand, kit, DVD, printed description 
 

SOLD 
 
This is a long and most intense katana that was crafted by Kunitsuna in the burgeoning castle 
town of Echizen during the mid-1600s.  An extremely rare tameshigiri tachi-kesa cutting test was 
performed with this sword slicing diagonally through the standing body of a live convicted 
criminal.  It later severed the same body across the chest in one stroke by way of the wakige cut.  
 
The raw steel of this sword was harvested by Kunitsuna himself, a process called oroshigane. 
The saya is lacquered in a beautiful tsugaru technique with a powerful tiger and dragon tsuba that 
echoes the intensity of this piece.   This is one seriously rare and collectible samurai sword. 
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item# ujka317          

    

A NAKAJIMA-RAI KATANA  
unsigned, early-mid nanbokucho period (circa 1330~1375) 
 
Swordsmith:  Nakajima-Rai (attribution, o-suriage mumei) 
Measurements: Length: 72.1cm  Curvature: 1.9cm  Moto-haba: 3.15cm     Weight: 720g 
Jihada:  Vivid itame mixed with nagare with ji-nie and abundant chikei 
Hamon: Suguha-chō in bright nioguchi, nie-deki mixed with ko-chōji, ko-gunome, ashi and 

yō, hotsure, kuichigai-ba, nijūba, uchinoke, kinsuji, and sunagashi 
Horimono:  Bōhi on both sides that runs through the nakago (kaki-tōshi)  
Certificate:  62nd NBTHK Juyo Token (a sword designated as Profound and Important) 
Fujishiro:  Jo-saku (first generation Rai Kuninaga is ranked as superior smith) 
Included:  Shirasaya, fabric bag, stand, kit, DVD, booklet, printed description 
 

SOLD  
 
The Nakajima-Rai branch of the esteemed Rai school was founded by Rai Kuninaga, a pupil of 
national treasure swordsmith Rai Kunitoshi. Kuninaga moved from Kyoto to the Nakajima district 
in Settsu province (Osaka) in the Gentoku era (1329-1331), earning him the nickname Nakajima-Rai.  
 
This powerful katana personifies the samurai and his character.  It is a sword with a composed 
presence and prepared spirit for the warring Nanbokucho period battlefields.  An abundance of 
hataraki (activity) embedded deep in the soul of the steel is awe-inspiring and hugely 
inspirational. The virtues of bravery, loyalty and the fragility of life beats within this sword.  Life 
is a challenge. Take responsibility and engage with utmost commitment and intent.   
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item# ujwa079      
 

A KANENOBU WAKIZASHI 
unsigned, late muromachi period (tenbun era: 1532~1555) 
 
Swordsmith:  Den Noshu Kanenobu (attribution) 
Location:  Mino province 
Construction: Shobu-zukuri (iris leaf shape) 
Measurements:  Length: 37.3cm (ubu nakago)       Curvature: 0.7cm       Moto-haba: 3.15cm 
Jihada:  Densely forged itame-hada 
Hamon:  Large bright wavy gunome-midare in noi-deki 
Certificates #1-2: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (sword and koshirae designated as Authentic)  
Included:  Shirasaya, Edo koshirae, bags, stand, kit, DVD, printed description 
 

SOLD 
 
Attributed to swordsmith Kanenobu of Mino province, this very sharp wakizashi was crafted for 
use during the turbulent Muromachi period when Japan was engulfed in war over 500 years ago. 
Shaped like the leaf of an iris, the sword is forged with a tight itame hada and a most impressive o-
gunome-midare hamon with large and small valleys that whip along the full body of the blade.  
 
This wakizashi is protected beautifully within a matching set of koshirae from the late Edo 
featuring a scabbard uniquely lacquered to the appearance of tree bark.   A polished shakudo 
hamidashi tsuba has gold inlay of a phoenix and ume (plum flower).  The menuki portrays the 
squared Meiryu kamon that denotes a readiness for attack. The pure copper kozuka (paper knife) is 
signed by Yanagawa Naomitsu and depicts warlord Xiang Yu and first Han emperor Liu Bang.   
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item# ujwa228         
 

A NOBUYOSHI SUNNOBI TANTO 
signed, early edo period (keian era: 1648~1652) 
 
Swordsmith:  Yamashiro no Kuni Fujiwara Nobuyoshi (first generation)  
Measurements:  Length: 31.4cm (ubu nakago)       Curvature: 0.2cm       Moto-haba: 3.0cm 
Jihada:  Densely forged nagare-hada with chikei 
Hamon:  Mix of small and large gunome-midare with long ashi and sunagashi 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Kicho (a sword that is Especially Precious)  
Certificates #2-4: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (sword, koshirae and fuchi-kashira designated Authentic) 
Rankings:  Chu-Josaku (an above average smith) & Wazamono (maker of sharp swords)  
Included:  Shirasaya, Edo koshirae, bags, stand, kit, DVD, printed description 
 

SOLD 
 
This beautiful sword is a sunnobi tanto - a long tanto that measures just over one shaku (30.3cm) in 
cutting edge - although technically registered as a wakizashi.  It is in hirazukuri (flat) shape with 
koshi-bi, double goma-bashi grooves and a bonji engraving for spiritual protection. Nobuyoshi was 
born Takai Kinzaburo and he worked within the highly respected Mishina school in Yamashiro 
(Kyoto) in the mid-1600s.  He first signed the clan name Fujiwara and later changed to Minamoto.   
 
A bright, wavy hamon over brilliant nagare-hada flows like a stream of reflecting water.  The 
nature scene continues in the Edo period koshirae fittings with the majestic Kami-iso shrine tsuba 
standing tall while birds and plum blossoms rejoice on the fuchi-kashira and kozuka.  The kojiri 
(end cap) is further decorated with finely detailed pine trees and the menuki encourages great 
dreams in the form of nasu (eggplants).  A theme of life appreciation encapsulates this little gem.   
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item# ujwa234         
 

A MUNETSUGU & SUKENAGA WAKIZASHI 
signed, late edo period (circa tenpo era: 1830~1844) 
 
Swordsmiths: Forged by Koyama Munetsugu and hardened by Kosugi Sukenaga 
Cutting Test:  Tameshi chiwari kiri-otoshi Gotō Gosaburō  
Measurements:  Length: 44.4cm (ubu-nakago)        Curvature: 1.06cm  Moto-haba: 3.48cm 
Jihada:  Tightly folded kagami-hada (mirror-like finish) 
Hamon:  Sparkling gunome-midare in nio-deki with kinsuji and sunagashi  
Certificate:  NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword Especially Worthy of Conservation)  
Fujishiro:  Jojo-saku (Koyama Munetsugu is ranked as a highly superior smith) 
Included:  Shirasaya, sword bag, stand, kit, DVD, printed description 
 

SOLD 
 
This is a highly collectible wakizashi of historic measure.  It is the combined work of prized 
shinshinto swordsmith Koyama Munetsugu and Kosugi Sukenaga - a top-ranking samurai official 
and trusted advisor to the Doi family of the Koga fief.  As stated on the nakago, Munetsgu first 
forged the sword and then gave the hardening responsibilities to Sukenaga who heated and 
quenched the blade.  It’s an amazing scene to picture - a highly respected samurai elder in his 
spare time literally getting his hands dirty inside the forge with maestro Munetsugu.  What 
passion for the craft!  Making this meaty wakizashi even more impressive is that it was used in a 
tameshigiri cutting test with Goto Gosaburo in which it severed the body of a deceased convicted 
criminal in one stroke.  The nakago of this sword was published in a book by Mitsuo Shibata. 
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Arigato! 
 
Thank you for downloading our catalogue.  
We look forward to serving you.   
 
Please join our VIP mailing list to be informed of recently 
acquired swords.  Email us at service@uniquejapan.com 
 

 
 

ujwa233 - A Suishinshi Masahide Wakizashi dated February 1819 
One of the final swords crafted by this grandmaster swordsmith 

In Edo period koshirae 
 

Big congratulations R.K.! 
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